To: All Distributors  
From: Customer Service  

Subject: Replacement of caser diode in Plinker's Canyon Rifle  

November 17, 1977

Please find enclosed a replacement for page 15 of the Plinker's Canyon Operation and Service Information Manual. Please note the caution at the bottom of the page. This is a requirement by the Federal Government.
REPLACEMENT OF LASER DIODE

Follow procedure to remove laser driver board and unfasten the two #6 tapping screws from the side plates. Pull barrel from gun assembly and using a 7/16 inch dowel press lightly against diode lens holder through the front end of the barrel. Carefully remove diode assembly from barrel. Unsolder connecting leads and unscrew diode from holder to replace. Damage to laser diode can result if excessive heat is applied when soldering. For correct shooting pattern place diode with the inner flat side towards the bottom of the barrel. Align diode holder assembly with the off center diode towards the top of the barrel as view from the rear.

See illustration below.

CAUTION: Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those specified herein, may result in hazardous radiation exposure.